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lend authority to the existing social older and
particularly to the claims of ruling groups by
telling how the social structure was divinely or
darned Under the urtutnce ot the French
anthropologist Levi Strauss many anthropologists
are beginning to see both myths and the svnibohsm
of ritual as man s earliest attempt to order intel
Ipctually the world of his experience
Social Change
No doubt all the societies that anthropologists
hove studied have been gradually changing
throughout the centuries when their history was
not recorded But they experienced nothint, like
the rapidity of the changes that come to them
when they were brought under the rule of Euro
pean nations and introduced to mass production
and a monej economy The effect of this h is been
in esbence to widen the range of choice in the rela
 tionships that people can form A man may
choose to be dependent on an employer rather
tlian on work in co operation with his km 01
village mates He is more likely to rise m the
•world bv going to school and gettm' a city job
than by earning the respect of the villagers or the
approval of a chief Small scale societies are
now becoming merged in larger ones and the clohe
ties of the isolated village are loosened In the
newly created indu&tiial areas new specialised
associations are formed to pursue professional and
other interests The social insurance that km
ship provided is lac] ing and it has not as yet been
replaced by wha* the state offers In the highl-<-
mdustrialised societies The minonty that hab
whole heartedly adopted the values of the indus
tnahsed world now produces the political rule"?
of new states Thev are impatient to earn the
majontj along the same road bu* there arc pro
found conflicts of vilue between them and the
still largely illiterate masses
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SCIENTIFIC FINDINGS FROM THE APOLLO 11
LUNAB MISSION
The moon has been an object of scientific study
ever since Galileo turned his new telescope on to it
ni 1609 However 360 years later a new era
began when on 18 July 1969 two members of the
crew of the U S Apollo 11 nusfaion stepped down
on to the surface of the moon Jhere they made
numerous novel observations deployed certain
notable experimental arrangements and a few
days later safely brought back to their base some
11 kg (24 Ib) of lunar rocks and a similar cmantito
of lunar soil Before the mission began there had
been anxiety that lunar rocks and soil might con
ceivably carry organisms and spores which coild
be deadly to earth inhabitants This was really
only a remote possibility for there is no atmosphere
on the moon no water was expected temperatures
at the height of the lunar day could be loo O
and at the middle of the lunar night could well
drop much lower even than —150" below zero
and added to that the intense radiations from the
sun (not thinned out at all by any atmosphere as
on earth) would act as a fierce sterilising agent on
any organisms However purely as a precaution
both the crew and the materials retrieved were
strictly quarantined for 50 days and subjected to
exhaustive biological testing Plants animals
arid bo on were all infected with moondust
It turned out to be completely sterile
This being so a total of 7 kg of the retrieved
material was distributed in selected small quanti
ties to 150 scientific laboratories for a meticu
lously planned examination planned with the
efficiency of a complex military operation Most
of the laboratories chosen for their expertise and
for their specialised equipment were in the USA
some fourteen in Great Britain and a small handful
m various other countries Since in most of the
laboratories selected examination of the material
was earned out by a multiple team it will be seen
that several hundred specialists mainly geo
legists mineralogists chemists and physicists
(together with a strong force of technicians)
pooled their skills into a well co ordinated and
concentrated attack on this precious unique cargo
which, had been brought back at such enormous
expense from the south western part of a region
on the moon known as Mare Tranauiffltatis the
location being 0 67° N and 23 49 E that is to say
from practically a lunar equatorial region
Before the Apollo mission the t7 S space team
had successfully soft landed spacecraft on the
moon—the Surveyor craft These had sent back
some very excellent television pictures of the
moons surface which had indicated that the
terrain was barren pitted and very foreboding
Furthermore they had shown that where they
landed the surface was covered with a firm soil
capable of supporting some considerable weight
Tt was such information which encouraged the
 NAS1 organisation to go ahead with a landing and
in the event this televised mfoiination proved to
be absolutely reliable Despite some expressed
fears that a lauding craft might sink in con
jectured lunar dust this did not happen for the
manned craft on arriving found a, firm landing on
boil covered rock 4^ is now widely known the
astronauts spent several hours on the moon since
they were expertly furnished with a fine life
supporting system Communications were per
feet between them (it had to be radio commumca
tion of course for there is complete silence on the
airless moon) and indeed superb television pic
tures were sent back duimg the farnout> moon
•walk A major objective was the retrieval of
lunar material for study
Three kinds of material -were brought back
namely d) rocks (n) fine surface soil scooped
up into bags and (in) two cylindrical cores of
soil obtained by hammering hollow tubes in to a
depth of some 6 inches the idea being to secure
some evidence of stratified layers if any Much
preparatory work and training went into the
design of the collecting tools and the storage
packages In paiticular contamination prob
lems were studied and in the end tools of stainless
steel and plastic packings weie found best bince
there is no atmosphere on the moon all the objects
were effectively picked up in a first class vacuum
They were therefore sealed in vacuum tight con
tamers which on return to earth were opened m a
vacuum chamber This was essential for those
observations concerned with evaluation of slight
gas content in the lunar material
Considering the lelatively trivial quantity of
rock and soil recovered an astonishing numbei of
basic scientific findings have already been made
In a conference on progress held in Houston m
early January 1970 preliminary findings were
announced The expanded reports from this
conference fill 3 massive volumes a total of some
2 500 closely packed pages of measurements made
over an extensive variety of geological chemical
and physical properties In this article we pick
out some ot the hi&hlights from this report
Apparatus on the Moon
The lunar mission was valuable for reasons
other than the retrieval of the precious lunar
material The astronauts made very many
notable visual observations which they recorded
and brought back a. mass of close up photographs
(in colour) showing rocks etc m stf« before
collection information of very pertinent signlfi
cance to the practical geologist (Strictly speak
ing one ought to talk of a selenologist not oi a
geologist ) They noted physical properties of
lunar soil brought back comments on varieties

